
- Complimentary admission for thirty (30) 
   including three tables of ten.
- Six of the guests receiving complimentary         
   VIP speaker meet and greet admission
- Prominent logo recognition on event signage.
- Full page, full color program advertisement in   
   prominent location.
- Inclusion in event media as Presenting 
  Sponsor.
- Use of “From a Spark to a Flame - BBB In 100    
   Years Sponsor” logo through 2020. 

- Marketing / Advertising opportunity in Akron    
   Life special supplement. 
- Presenting Sponsor recognition on event 
   invitation - approximately 3,000 in circulation.
- Presenting Sponsor recognition on BBB 
   event website.
- Opportunity to speak during program.
- Support of BBB scholarships.
- Presenting Sponsor recognition at event.

- Complimentary admission for twenty (20)           
   including two tables of ten.
- Four of the guests receiving complimentary   
  VIP speaker meet and greet admission
- Full page, full color program advertisement in   
   prominent location.
- Inclusion in event media as Premiere Sponsor.
- Use of “From a Spark to a Flame - BBB In 100    
   Years Sponsor” logo through 2020. 

- Marketing / Advertising opportunity in Akron    
   Life special supplement. 
- Premiere Sponsor recognition on event 
   invitation - approximately 3,000 in circulation.
- Premiere Sponsor recognition on BBB 
   event website.
- Support of BBB scholarships.
- Premiere Sponsor recognition at event.

PRESENTING SPONSOR - $50,000

PREMIERE SPONSOR - $25,000

- Complimentary admission for ten (10)
   including one table of ten.
- Two of the guests receiving complimentary      
   VIP speaker meet and greet admission
- Half page, full color program advertisement.
- Inclusion in event media as Flame Funder.
- Use of “From a Spark to a Flame - BBB In 100    
   Years Sponsor” logo through 2020. 

- Marketing / Advertising opportunity in Akron    
   Life special supplement. 
- Flame Funder recognition on event invitation -    
  approximately 3,000 in circulation.
- Flame Funder recognition on BBB event website.
- Support of BBB scholarships.
- Flame Funder recognition at event.

FLAME FUNDERS - $10,000

Sponsorship Packages
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Sponsorship Packages

- Complimentary admission for six (6).
- Quarter page, full color program 
   advertisement.
- Use of “From a Spark to a Flame - BBB In 100    
   Years Sponsor” logo through 2020. 
- Sun Sponsor recognition on event invitation -    
   approximately 3,000 in circulation.
- Sun Sponsor recognition on BBB 
   event website.
- Support of BBB scholarships.
- Sun Sponsor recognition at event. 

- Complimentary admission for two (2).
- Use of “From a Spark to a Flame - BBB In 100    
   Years Sponsor” logo through 2020. 
- Lantern Lighter recognition in event program.
- Lantern Lighter recognition on BBB 
   event website.
- Support of BBB scholarships.
- Lantern Lighter recognition at event. 

- Complimentary admission for four (4).
- Business card, full color program advertisement in       
  event program.
- Use of “From a Spark to a Flame - BBB In 100          
  Years Sponsor” logo through 2020. 
- Star Sender recognition on event invitation -          
  approximately 3,000 in circulation.
- Star Sender recognition on BBB event website.
- Support of BBB scholarships.
- Star Sender recognition at event. 

- Complimentary admission for two (2).
- Use of “From a Spark to a Flame - BBB In 100          
   Years Sponsor” logo through 2020. 
- Candle Contributor recognition in event program.
- Support of BBB scholarships.
 

SUN SPONSORS - $5,000

LANTERN LIGHTERS  - $1,000

STAR SENDERS - $2,500

CANDLE CONTRIBUTORS - $500

- Complimentary admission to event for one.
- Spark Sponsor recognition in event program.
- Support of BBB Scholarships.

SPARK SPONSORS - $200

All sponsor recognition based on response by March 1, 2020
In-kind services welcome – please email awilkins@akronbbb.org or call 330-564-2482 for details.
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SPONSORSHIP FORM
BBB 100th Anniversary Celebration

April 29th, 2020

John S. Knight Center
77 E Mill Street 

Akron, OH 44308

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES 
Please checkmark desired package

Package descriptions in previous pages and on BBB event website at www.sparktoaflame.org.

PRESENTING SPONSOR - $50,000
includes complimentary admission for thirty (30)

PREMIERE SPONSOR - $25,000
includes complimentary admission for twenty (20)

FLAME FUNDER - $10,000
includes complimentary admission for ten (10)

SUN SPONSOR - $5,000
includes complimentary admission for six (6)

STAR SENDER - $2,500
includes complimentary admission for four (4)

LANTERN LIGHTER - $1,000
includes complimentary admission for two (2)

CANDLE CONTRIBUTOR - $500
includes complimentary admission for two (2)

SPARK SPONSOR - $200
includes complimentary admission for one (1)

PLEASE MAIL COMPLETED FORM WITH PAYMENT TO
Better Business Bureau of Akron 

222 West Market Street
Akron, OH 44303

Please make checks payable to: Better Business Bureau.

Sponsor / Business Name (As you wish to be listed in all sponsorship recognition)

Contact Name (First, Last) Contact Phone Number

Contact Email Address

Mailing Address City, Zip

OTHER AMOUNT

Visit our website at www.sparktoaflame.org for all event details or to pay by credit card.

Enclosed check

Pay by credit card at www.sparktoaflame.org


